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Abstract

In response to north-south pressure gradients set by the annual march of the Sun, a cross-equatorial flow that turns to become
a low-level Somali jet at around $10ˆ{\circ}$ N is established in the lower troposphere over the Indian ocean. This flow plays
a fundamental role in the Indian monsoon. A mechanistic understanding of drivers of this flow is lacking. Here we present
a seasonal-mean analysis of the Kinetic Energy (KE) budget of the low-level flow using high spatiotemporal resolution ERA5
reanalysis to identify sources and sinks of KE.

We find that the largest KE generation occurs around east African orography where the Somali jet forms while a significant
KE is also generated over western Ghats and the Madagascar Island (‘hot spots’). These regions are distant from core monsoon
precipitation regions, suggesting that local circulations driven by condensation do not directly produce the bulk of KE during
monsoons. A unique KE balance supports the generation of Somali jet, with KE generation balanced by nonlinear KE advection
as it forms.

Over oceans, KE generation occurs mainly due to cross-isobaric meridional winds in the boundary layer. In contrast, over

east African highlands and western Ghats KE generation maximizes just above the boundary layer and mainly occurs due to

interaction of flow with orography. We propose a simple decomposition of lower tropospheric KE generation into contributions

from surface pressure, orography and free-tropospheric gradients that corroborates the important role played by surface pressure

gradients once adjusted for effects of orography.
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Abstract14

In response to north-south pressure gradients set by the annual march of the Sun, a cross-15

equatorial flow that turns to become a low-level Somali jet at around 10◦ N is established16

in the lower troposphere over the Indian ocean. This flow plays a fundamental role in17

the Indian monsoon. A mechanistic understanding of drivers of this flow is lacking. Here18

we present a seasonal-mean analysis of the Kinetic Energy (KE) budget of the low-level19

flow using high spatiotemporal resolution ERA5 reanalysis to identify sources and sinks20

of KE.21

We find that the largest KE generation occurs around east African orography where22

the Somali jet forms while a significant KE is also generated over western Ghats and the23

Madagascar Island (‘hot spots’). These regions are distant from core monsoon precip-24

itation regions, suggesting that local circulations driven by condensation do not directly25

produce the bulk of KE during monsoons. A unique KE balance supports the genera-26

tion of Somali jet, with KE generation balanced by nonlinear KE advection as it forms.27

Over oceans, KE generation occurs mainly due to cross-isobaric meridional winds28

in the boundary layer. In contrast, over east African highlands and western Ghats KE29

generation maximizes just above the boundary layer and mainly occurs due to interac-30

tion of flow with orography. We propose a simple decomposition of lower tropospheric31

KE generation into contributions from surface pressure, orography and free-tropospheric32

gradients that corroborates the important role played by surface pressure gradients once33

adjusted for effects of orography.34

Plain Language Summary35

This study is motivated by a basic question: How exactly is the kinetic Energy (KE)36

in the south Asian monsoonal cross-equatorial flows and Somali jet generated? While37

the mechanism of KE generation for mid-latitude weather systems is well understood,38

a similar understanding for monsoons does not exist. The popular notion suggests that,39

in monsoons, the KE to drive circulations is derived from the latent heat released dur-40

ing the condensation process.41

We conducted a detailed KE budget for these flows using ERA5 reanalysis data42

to identify its sources and sinks. Furthermore, we propose a simple model to understand43

KE generation at any atmospheric level in terms of surface and tropospheric contribu-44

tions. Our analysis identifies 3 ‘hot spots’ that act as refueling stations for the monsoonal45

flow. Notably, all these hot-spots lie in close proximity of orography and are significantly46

away from core monsoon regions where significant condensation occurs. We propose that47

KE to drive cross-equatorial flows comes mainly from the interaction of the cross-isobaric48

flows with surface features, while remote monsoon precipitation can control it only in-49

directly through its influence on the orientation of isobars.50

1 Introduction51

In response to inter-hemispheric north-south pressure gradients established by the52

annual transition of solar insolation, a northward cross-equatorial flow is setup in the lower53

troposphere (below ∼700 hPa) over the Indian ocean. This flow ultimately turns east-54

ward to become a low-level zonal jet at around 10◦N, known as the Somali jet. Since the55

early studies (Bunker, 1965; Joseph & Raman, 1966; Findlater, 1969), the dynamics of56

these flows are known to play a fundamental role in the Indian monsoon, either through57

their control on monsoon onset or through control on the transport of water vapor from58

ocean to the land throughout the monsoon season (see, for example, Joseph, 2019; Boos59

& Emanuel, 2009; Chakraborty et al., 2009). The magnitude of Kinetic Energy (KE) con-60

tained in these flows is one of the key indicators of monsoon strength, and is routinely61
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used as a diagnostic to predict the onset of Monsoon over Kerala (MoK) by various me-62

teorological centers. Overall, although the connections of these flows to several global63

and regional phenomenon have been studied for many decades, a detailed understand-64

ing of the small- and large-scale factors giving rise to the KE associated with the cross-65

equatorial flow and the Somali Jet is lacking. This is the topic of present investigation.66

Some prior studies have analyzed the factors essential for Somali jet dynamics. Krishnamurti67

et al. (1976) used a simple 1-layer model to demonstrate that orography of the east African68

highlands and associated land-sea contrast are essential for the Somali Jet. Krishnamurti69

and Wong (1979) used a boundary layer model with 200 m vertical resolution to further70

corroborate their earlier study, while Krishnamurti et al. (1983) used a 3-D model to demon-71

strate that advective accelerations are important in the boundary layer (BL) dynamics.72

These studies forced the model with the observed vertical profile of pressure. Rodwell73

and Hoskins (1995) extended this analysis with a non-linear, hydrostatic primitive equa-74

tion model with specified orography and a 3-D distribution of diabatic heating. They75

showed that orographic friction helps channel the cross-equatorial flow into a jet, essen-76

tially reiterating the role of east African highlands and land-sea contrasts. Chakraborty77

et al. (2002, 2006, 2009) used a climate model to investigate the role of east African high-78

lands on the Somali jet and the Indian monsoon. They systematically removed the orog-79

raphy to demonstrate that the orography is not essential for giving rise to the cross-equatorial80

flow. Instead, orography controls the vertical extent and strength of the cross-equatorial81

flow near the equator while the convective heating in the Indian Summer Monsoon Rain-82

fall (ISMR) itself controls the longitude of this flow. Wei and Bordoni (2016) also con-83

ducted similar climate model experiments to highlight how ISMR is sensitive to poten-84

tial vorticity dynamics in the jet region. The advantage of studies using climate mod-85

els is that feedbacks between convection and circulation were properly accounted for, as86

compared to the more idealized studies discussed before. Given the overall emphasis of87

these studies, none of them focused specifically on how the cross-equatorial flow and So-88

mali jet are together sustained, considering the kinetic energy budget from high reso-89

lution datasets while taking the diurnal cycle into account.90

With this background, it is clear that cross-equatorial flow and the Somali Jet strongly91

influence rainfall over the Indian subcontinent and are themselves altered by convective92

heating associated with the rainfall and also by the east African highlands. However, it93

is still not clear how monsoon heating affects the Somali Jet or how important are its94

effects as compared to dissipative frictional effects of the east African orography. A close95

observation of the cross-equatorial flows suggests that the flow in fact strengthens to form96

a jet particularly after it interacts with the east African orography suggesting that flow-97

orography interactions could be more complex than just dissipative. Therefore, a frame-98

work is necessary to put together these different influences on the cross-equatorial flow99

and Somali jet and to evaluate their relative importance. The previous investigations demon-100

strate associative relationships between these factors but do not propose a diagnostic mea-101

sure to assess potential mechanisms controlling the Somali jet dynamics.102

A few prior studies have used the Kinetic energy budgets of monsoons to delineate103

roles of different processes in KE generation and dissipation. Rao (2001), Rao (2006) and104

Mohanty et al. (2005) studied the seasonal mean KE generation during the monsoon sea-105

son and identified key sources of KE generation in different layers of the troposphere.106

They showed that KE advection mainly occurs in the entry and exit regions of zonal flow107

constituting the Tropical Easterly Jet (TEJ) in the upper troposphere, but also pointed108

out that significant KE generation occurs through the meridional component of the flow109

over Bay of Bengal in the upper troposphere and around the Somali Jet in the lower tro-110

posphere. Raju et al. (2007) studied inter-annual variation of monsoon onset using NCEP-111

NCAR reanalysis data. They argued that a threshold of 40 m2/s2 of KE can be used112

to identify Indian monsoon onset. Raju and Bhatla (2014) used multi-year NCEP-NCAR113

reanalysis data to study KE generation before the monsoon retreat. They found that114
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substantial KE generation occurs off the coast of Somalia before monsoon retreat. Many115

of these studies used the KE budget as a diagnostic to identify roles of KE generation116

and advection during different phases of monsoons. It is not clear from these studies how117

the east African highlands and remote convection ultimately contribute to KE genera-118

tion within the Somali Jet. Furthermore, these studies use coarse spatial and temporal119

resolutions, typically 2◦ or more at daily scale, of reanalysis data that do not represent120

orographic effects or diurnal evolution of convection accurately.121

In this paper, we utilize high spatial and temporal resolution ERA5 analysis to es-122

timate the Kinetic Energy budget of the cross-equatorial flow and Somali Jet system-123

atically, in order to identify sources of KE. We first revisit the famous result by Lorenz124

(1967) that demonstrates that KE can only be generated by cross-isobaric flow. Then125

we propose a simple decomposition of total KE generation into surface and free tropo-126

spheric contributions, allowing us to consider their relative magnitudes. The resulting127

analysis shows that lower-level KE generation during the monsoons comes primarily from128

surface processes. We examine the generation terms arising from zonal and meridional129

winds, to demonstrate that KE in the Somali jet is mainly generated by cross-isobaric130

movement of ageostrophic meridional winds. This leads us to propose that remote mon-131

soon convection cannot directly influence the Somali jet but can affect it only indirectly132

through effects on the meridional surface pressure gradients. More generally, this work133

presents a potential diagnostic measure to assess mechanisms controlling the Somali jet134

dynamics.135

Although this framework can be applied at various time-scales to understand in-136

tricate Somali Jet dynamics, in this work we report only the seasonal mean features. The137

aim is to identify the factors and processes maintaining the KE in the jet on the seasonal138

time-scale against dissipation.139

The paper is organized as follows. The theory to decompose the KE generation into140

surface and free tropospheric components is presented in section 2. We describe the re-141

analysis data and methods used in section 3. We describe the results and discussions in142

section 4. Finally, we present conclusions in section 5.143

2 Theory144

2.1 Kinetic energy generation in a hydrostatic atmosphere145

We begin with the equations of horizontal motion ~UH = uî+vĵ in Cartesian co-146

ordinates147

D~UH
Dt

+ fk̂ × ~UH + 2Ω cos θwî = −1

ρ
~∇Hp+ ~FH (1)

where148

D

Dt
=

∂

∂t
+
(
~UH + wk̂

)
◦ ~∇ (2)

is the material derivative, f = 2Ω sin θ is the vertical Coriolis component and, î,ĵ k̂ the149

unit vectors, ~FH is dissipation, and ~∇H = ∂
∂x î+

∂
∂y ĵ the horizontal gradient. Dot prod-150

uct (◦) with ~UH yields material derivative of horizontal kinetic energy (KE) per unit mass151

D

Dt

(
1

2
U2
H

)
= −1

ρ
~∇Hp ◦ ~UH − 2Ω cos θuw + ~FH ◦ ~UH (3)

where fk̂× ~UH ◦ ~UH = 0 while ~FH ◦ ~UH , being the dissipation term, reduces KE. Gen-152

eration primarily arises from GKE ≡ − 1
ρ
~∇Hp◦~UH , and there is additionally exchange153

of KE between vertical and horizontal components, depending on the sign of uw. How-154

ever, this term is small, as shown in Section 4, and we henceforth approximate the KE155

equation as156

D

Dt

(
1

2
U2
H

)
= −1

ρ
~∇Hp ◦ ~UH + ~FH ◦ ~UH (4)
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In the Eulerian framework, this equation is written with the transient and advec-157

tive components as,158

∂KE

∂t
+ u

∂KE

∂x
+ v

∂KE

∂y
+ w

∂KE

∂z
= −1

ρ
~∇Hp ◦ ~UH + ~FH ◦ ~UH (5)

Where KE = ( 1
2U

2
H)159

The Coriolis term also appears in the vertical momentum equation, but its effect160

is similarly small, and we can then make the hydrostatic approximation that is associ-161

ated with small aspect ratios. As a result, pressure gradients can be estimated from geopo-162

tential gradients as 1
ρ
~∇Hp = ~∇Hφp, where φp = gzp is the geopotential at given pres-163

sure p, and KE generation164

GKE = − ~∇Hφp ◦ ~UH (6)

is the scalar product between geopotential gradient and horizontal velocity field. More-165

over, decomposing the horizontal wind field ~UH = ~Ug+ ~Ua into geostrophic and ageostrophic166

components, where ~∇Hφp◦~Ug = 0, horizontal KE generation originates in ageostrophic167

winds168

GKE = − ~∇Hφp ◦ ~Ua (7)

2.2 Decomposition of KE generation term169

One contribution of the present paper is to decompose Eq. (7) into three terms,170

which furthermore allows a simplification for the lower atmosphere. We integrate the hy-171

drostatic approximation dp = −ρgdz, from the surface at z0 to the isobar correspond-172

ing to pressure p at height zp173

ln
p

p0
= − g

R

∫ zp

z0

1

Tv
dz (8)

after deploying the ideal gas law for moist air ρ = p/RTv, where Tv is virtual tem-174

perature. Differentiating the above expression along isobars, along which ~∇Hp = 0, we175

obtain176

− 1

p0
~∇Hp0 = − g

R

∫ zp

z0

~∇H
1

Tv
dz − g

RTv
~∇Hzp +

g

RTv0
~∇Hz0 (9)

with Tv0 being surface virtual temperature. From this equation, the geopotential gra-177

dient has three components178

~∇Hφp = g ~∇Hzp = ~∇Hφp,1+ ~∇Hφp,2+ ~∇Hφp,3 = R
Tv
p0

(−→∇Hp0

)
+
Tv
Tv0

(−→∇Hφ0

)
−Tv

∫ p0

p

1

ρ

(
−→∇H

1

Tv

)
dp

(10)
where we have rewritten the integral in pressure coordinates using gdz = −dp/ρ. Fi-179

nally, from Eq. (7), we obtain the expression for KE generation180

GKE = −RTv
p0

(−→∇Hp0

)
◦ ~Ua − g

Tv
Tv0

(−→∇Hz0

)
◦ ~Ua + Tv

∫ p0

p

1

ρ

(
−→∇H

1

Tv

)
dp ◦ ~Ua (11)

involving three terms denoted as as GKE,1, GKE,2 and GKE,3 respectively. The first two181

terms arise from surface pressure gradients, with the second term being the adjustment182

for orography. The third term arises in temperature gradients within the atmospheric183

layer between surface and the layer of interest. We shall also consider the correction term184

−2Ω cos θuw in Eq. (3), showing that its effect is small.185

We also compute vertically integrated rates of KE generation186

p0∫
p

GKE
dp

g
≡ TGKE = −

p0∫
p

~∇Hφp ◦ ~Ua
dp

g
(12)
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for each of the three terms. The KE generation terms have units of m2 s-3 whereas the187

vertical integrals are in kg s-3, which are to be interpreted as the density of KE gener-188

ation per unit area.189

2.3 Interpretation of Seasonal mean KE generation190

This paper considers the seasonal-mean picture of KE generation. Calculations are191

performed on hourly reanalysis data, and averaged over the monsoon months, yielding192

seasonal averages193

ḠKE = ḠKE,1 + ḠKE,2 + ḠKE,3 (13)

where overbar denotes time-average. Similary, TGKE is the seasonal average of verti-194

cally integrated KE in Eq. (12). There are many important phenomena on diurnal and195

synoptic time-scales, and our use of hourly calculations to probe the seasonal mean ac-196

counts for contributions to the average state of the jet.197

Let us recall the development so far. The KE generation GKE = − 1
ρ
~∇Hp ◦ ~UH198

is the source term in the kinetic energy equation. In Section 1.1, it was further simpli-199

fied to Eq. (7), based on the assumption of hydrostatic balance, so horizontal pressure200

gradients at a constant height are approximated as geopotential gradients at constant201

pressure. Following this, this section expanded the geopotential gradient in three con-202

tributions, using hydrostatic balance. The geopotential gradient is decomposed as con-203

tributions arising from surface pressure and those from virtual temperature gradients.204

The effect of surface pressure gradients is described in the first two terms of Eq.205

(10). The first term describes the fact that in the absence of orography, the geopoten-206

tial gradient close to the surface is governed by surface pressure gradients. The second207

term is a correction for the effect of orography. Ascending the orographic gradient, the208

surface pressure generally declines as the atmospheric column above becomes thinner.209

The effect on geopotential gradients at any height depends on the rate of this decline.210

If the surface pressure decline is more rapid than the pressure lapse rate, then the geopo-211

tential gradients and consequently pressure gradients at constant height are favorable212

for KE generation in ascending winds. This balance is described by the first two terms.213

Where orographic gradients are significant, the surface pressure declines rapidly and the214

first term can also be expected to be large. Moreover,
−→∇Hp0 and

−→∇Hφ0 in Eq. (10) and215

the scalar products with the velocity vector in Eq. (11) are generally of opposite sign.216

In the presence of orography, KE generation depends on the balance of these effects.217

The third term in Eq. (10) describes the effect of differential expansion of the tro-218

posphere due to gradients in virtual temperature. If there is a decrease of virtual tem-219

perature along the wind direction, then this contributes to a favorable pressure gradi-220

ent via differential expansion of the troposphere and this contribution to KE generation221

in Eq. (11) is positive. As this paper shows, for the lower troposphere, this term plays222

a much smaller role in KE generation in monsoons.223

3 Data and Methods224

3.1 ERA5225

We use hourly ERA5 reanalysis (Hersbach et al., 2020) from European Centre for226

Medium Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) for the year 2019 at 0.25◦×0.25◦ hori-227

zontal resolution, and across domain 30◦ E - 120◦ E, 30◦ S - 45◦ N, covering the South228

Asian monsoon domain, Somali Jet, as well as cross-equatorial flow. The fields used are229

horizontal and vertical winds, temperature and specific humidity, geopotential height,230

surface pressure, surface air temperature (at 2 m), and orography. The ERA5 reanal-231

ysis has been shown to reproduce the monsoon meteorology satisfactorily (Mahto & Mishra,232
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Figure 1. Spatial pattern of the seasonal mean (JJAS) hourly kinetic energy (KE) in m2s−2

at 850 hPa (top) and 950 hPa (bottom) for 10 year climatology (2011-2020, left) and for the

representative year of 2019 (right). Contours show multiples of 60 (m/s)2.

2019) and sometimes outperforms other reanalysis products in capturing wind patterns233

(Olauson, 2018).234

We chose 2019 as a representative year to analyze 4D fields, because the climatol-235

ogy of the cross-equatorial flow and Somali Jet is similar to the one for 2019 in the spa-236

tial pattern of KE (Fig.1, also see discussion in Sec.4.1). This implies that an analysis237

for a single year could be sufficient to understand the typical and salient features of KE238

generation, which are the main goals of this study.239

Furthermore, we undertook hourly calculations to capture effects of multi-scale vari-240

ability on the KE budget. For example, seasonal KE estimates derived from monthly mean241

winds typically introduce large errors (on average as large as 30%, see Supplementary242

Fig.S1).243

3.2 KE budget calculations244

For calculating KE generation, the virtual temperature is estimated by approxi-245

mating mixing ratio by specific humidity. Surface specific humidity, which is required246

for calculating surface virtual temperature, is estimated through linear interpolation to247

surface pressure. Density is evaluated at each pressure level using the ideal gas law in-248

volving the virtual temperature. Horizontal pressure gradients are approximated by geopo-249

tential gradients, using the hydrostatic approximation. At each pressure level, geostrophic250

and ageostrophic directions are estimated from trigonometry, and the wind field projected251

onto these directions for geostrophic and ageostrophic winds.252
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Spatial and temporal gradients are estimated through centered differences at the253

corresponding resolutions of 0.25◦ and 1 hour respectively. The first two KE generation254

terms GKE,1, GKE,2 are estimated directly, while the third term is estimated as the resid-255

ual256

GKE,3 ≈ − ~∇Hφp ◦ ~Ua − (GKE,1 +GKE,2) (14)

Integrals in Eq. (12) are numerically approximated using Matlab implementation257

of the trapezoidal method, using as input the corresponding terms estimated at pressure258

levels and the surface. Each of the terms in Eq. (11) is evaluated at different pressure259

levels, and throughout the horizontal domain, for every hour in 2019. In the present work,260

seasonal averages of hourly calculations are reported.261

4 Results and Discussions262

4.1 KE distribution263

The maps of seasonal mean (JJAS) of the hourly kinetic energy (KE) identifies re-264

gions with large KE in cross-equatorial flow during the south Asian monsoon (Fig.1).265

The KE increases as the south-easterly flow accelerates towards the equator. In general,266

KE over the equator is significantly smaller than in the regions away from it owing to267

reduction in zonal winds near the equator. Yet, a significant amount of KE is seen in a268

narrow passage near the east African coastline at the equator. There the meridional flows269

(not shown) contribute significantly to the total KE. The KE across the monsoon do-270

main is maximum near the Somali Jet region, and this maximum is attained after the271

flow passes over the east African orography and enters the Arabian sea. This region ex-272

tends almost across the Arabian sea at 850 hPa but is relatively restricted to the region273

near the African coast at lower levels near 950 hPa. Interestingly, the seasonal mean KE274

over the Indian peninsula, where it rains the most, is much smaller (almost half) as com-275

pared to over the Arabian sea.276

A comparison between the climatology of KE over a decade (2011-2020, Fig.1a,c)277

and for the representative year 2019 (Fig.1b,d) shows that the spatial patterns and rel-278

ative magnitudes of KE in the south Asian monsoon domain for the 2019 are quite rep-279

resentative of the recent decade.280

The maps of KE at two levels suggest that the KE in cross-equatorial flows and281

Somali Jet may have a distinct vertical structure. Furthermore, as the flow interacts with282

the orography it seems to generate a local maximum just downstream of it over oceans.283

We analyze the zonal cross-section of KE at four different latitude bands to further high-284

light this aspect (Fig.2).285

At the equator, the cross-equatorial flow is confined between 40◦E and 50◦E and286

the KE peak occurs at 900 hPa. At 5◦N, flow gains a significant KE while the KE max-287

imum in the jet shifts lower to 950 hPa and a secondary peak emerges over the longi-288

tudes of Indian subcontinent. The strength of the jet almost doubles at 10◦N and ex-289

tends farther in the open ocean. The peak KE in the jet shifts upwards over the Ara-290

bian sea and two secondary peaks in KE are observed, which are probably associated with291

western Ghats and east Asian orography at 85◦E and 110◦E respectively. By the time292

flow reaches 15◦N, the peak in KE shifts over the open ocean at 60◦E and its strength293

is only 75% of that at 10◦N.294

To understand the processes that drive KE generation, we analyze the KE bud-295

get in the next subsection.296
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Figure 2. Longitude-pressure cross sections of seasonal mean (JJAS) hourly kinetic energy

(KE) for the year 2019, after meridional averaging. Contours show multiples of 30 (m/s)2, and

orographic regions are shown in white. KE is high off the equator. Off the E African coast, KE is

high nearer to the surface. Over open ocean, maximum KE occurs at lower pressures.
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Figure 3. Spatial pattern of the seasonal mean (JJAS) hourly kinetic energy (KE) generation

and its material derivative in m2s−3 at 850 hPa and 950 hPa, and the difference between them

(“residual”) ~FH ◦ ~UH in Eq. (3) owing to dissipative processes. The material derivative largely fol-

lows the generation term, which is largest over east Africa and surrounding ocean. The residual is

negative, and increasing closer to the surface.

4.2 KE Budget297

Theory suggests that the horizontal Kinetic Energy of the flow at any particular298

atmospheric level can be probed through a balance between the material derivative of299

KE, generation through action of the cosine component of the Coriolis force, generation300

through cross-isobaric flow and dissipation through turbulent eddies and friction (Eq.301

3). We evaluated the terms in Eq. 3 on an hourly time scale at each grid box and then302

averaged them over a season to derive general insight about their relative importance303

at two levels, namely 850 hPa and 950 hPa (Fig.3). These levels were chosen owing to304

the disparity in the peak KE observed at around 850−900 hPa near the Somali jet and305

sometimes much lower at 950 hPa as noted before.306

The generation through flow across the isobars peaks mainly over land at 850 hPa307

and especially in the regions of east African orography and Madagascar, with significant308

regions generating as high as 0.02 m2s−3. A small generation (∼ 0.005 m2s−3, approx-309

imately less than a fourth of the peak) also occurs over the Indian peninsula but is bal-310

anced by almost equally strong dissipation (residual) there except over the western Ghats.311

The residual in most regions is dissipative in nature consistent with the expectation that312

all the turbulent eddies and processes not accounted for explicitly in our calculations would313

act as a friction on the KE. The material derivative of KE is significant over east African314

orography, Madagascar and Western Ghats. Interestingly, even at 850 hPa a significant315

amount of KE generation occurs in the region of Arabian sea near the east African coasts.316

A similar picture emerges at 950 hPa except that maximum generation occurs over317

the Arabian sea near African coasts and significantly extends into the open ocean. The318

residual is larger in the regions where significant generation occurs, rendering smaller val-319

ues of the material derivative of KE in most regions. This is likely because a large part320

of KE generated through cross-isobaric boundary layer flow interacts with the bound-321
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ary layer turbulence, to become quickly dissipated on short time-scales. Only a few re-322

gions close to the orography (‘Hot spots’ discussed later in detail) stand out in the ma-323

terial derivative of KE. At these regions, the dominant balance in the KE budget occurs324

between the KE generation and the material derivative while the residues are much smaller.325

As we performed all our calculations on the Eulerian grid, we further decomposed326

the material derivative into two terms: temporal tendencies of KE and advection of KE327

(Fig.4). The seasonal mean temporal tendencies are significantly (i.e., by 3 order of mag-328

nitude) smaller than the advective contributions. Amongst advective contributions, the329

zonal and meridional advection contribute to the KE balance whereas the vertical ad-330

vection is everywhere small in the seasonal mean picture (Fig.4). At both levels shown331

here, the zonal and meridional tendencies are large mainly near the east African coast332

and have an opposite sign. Their net influence is dominated by the meridional advec-333

tion which renders the sign of the material derivative noted before (Fig.3).334

In conclusion, KE generation mainly occurs through the meridional component of335

the cross-equatorial flow as well as that over orography, while generation through the zonal336

component is strong mainly over the Indian peninsula (Fig.4 and Supplementary Fig.S2).337

This is consistent with past studies (e.g. Rao, 2006). For the seasonal-mean budget, KE338

generation through Coriolis force (action of horizontal component of Coriolis force on339

the cross-correlations of zonal and vertical winds) is negligibly small at both levels (Fig.340

S2).341

4.3 KE generation through advective boundary layer342

It is important to note that this KE budget reveals a non-trivial balance. In the343

steady state a three way force balance between the force due to pressure gradient, Cori-344

olis force and turbulent friction is known to occur in the tropical boundary layer (Deser,345

1993; Stevens et al., 2002). In such a case, in steady state the KE is expected to be gen-346

erated by the pressure force and be balanced by the frictional losses as the Coriolis force347

does no work. Instead, in the present case near east Africa, the main balance occurs be-348

tween KE generation due to cross-isobaric flow, friction, and nonlinear advection. This349

is consistent with the advective boundary layer force balance discussed previously (Yang350

et al., 2013; Dixit & Srinivasan, 2017).351

At the jet latitude and to its south, especially close to the orography, the dominant352

balance is between KE generation and its advection. As the jet diminishes in strength353

further to the north, this balance shifts to that between KE generation and the resid-354

ual (friction). It is useful to develop this idea further by contrasting it with an exam-355

ple of an idealized cyclone. In a steady state cyclone, the background flow when ideal-356

ized as frictionless is typically geostrophic. In such a case, the KE generation is zero by357

construction, as flow is along isobars. The action of friction can disturb this balance to358

produce ageostrophic flow and thus cause KE generation. However, here the KE gen-359

eration is closely tied to frictional effects and balances dissipation. In contrast, when the360

boundary layer is advective, the inertial forces partially balance the Coriolis force and361

hence allow for a stronger ageostrophic flow perpendicular to the isobars. Hence in this362

case, the KE generation is not necessarily tied to the frictional forces, although near orog-363

raphy these effects might superimpose.364

We apply this concept to identify the regions that persistently act as KE gener-365

ation regions throughout the monsoon season. The temporal correlations between the366

hourly KE generation term and the hourly material derivative (which is mainly domi-367

nated by the advection terms) is largely positive throughout the domain, with signifi-368

cantly high correlations found near east African orography (Fig.5a) at 850 hPa. These369

regions where KE generation is balanced by advection behave as sources of KE in the370

seasonal-mean picture.371
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Figure 4. Spatial pattern of seasonal mean (JJAS) hourly material derivative of kinetic en-

ergy (KE) in m2s3 at 850 hPa and 950 hPa. The seasonal mean time-derivative is small, and the

material derivative is dominated by horizontal advection of KE.

At 950 hPa, areas to the south of equator, over Indian landmass and in the north-372

ern Arabian sea show much smaller correlation suggesting that these areas likely behave373

as KE sink on seasonal means. To further confirm these relationships, we analyze the374

temporal correlations between hourly KE generation and frictional losses, as measured375

by the residue (Fig.5b,d). If the correlations are strong then there is a possibility that376

our conclusions about seasonal mean KE generation regions may not be causal. In other377

words, in such regions where the dominant balance is between KE generation and fric-378

tional losses, the dissipative effects might be forcing the cross-isobaric, ageostrophic flows379

as discussed before and hence leading to a strong KE generation as an effect. Over such380

regions, our conclusions that the processes leading to KE generation are the main driv-381

ing mechanism may not hold true. We find a large correlation between KE generation382

and dissipation only over the regions which showed negligible small correlation between383

generation and the material derivative previously. These are indicated in (Fig.5b,d). It384

is then safe to conclude that these regions behave as KE sinks on seasonal means. The385

contrasting behavior at the two pressure levels of one of these regions, where the jet be-386

comes zonal and dissipation is large nearer to the surface, is shown in Supplementary387

Fig. S3.388

Now we revert to the analysis with material derivatives, keeping in mind that they389

are dominated by the non-negligible advection in the region where maximum KE gen-390

eration occurs.391

4.4 Simple decomposition of KE generation392

4.4.1 “Hot spots”393

The KE budget shows that there are KE generation ‘Hot spots’ where a significant394

amount of KE generation occurs and this generation is sustained in the material deriva-395

tive of KE because the dissipative residual is smaller. These regions produce most of the396

KE required for driving the cross-equatorial flow and the Somali jet. We identified three397

such hot spots, 1. the east African orography and surrounding ocean, 2. Western Ghats398

and 3. Madagascar island.399

All these regions have substantial orography and are in the close vicinity of oceans.400

To understand the mechanism of KE generation in these regions, it is essential to un-401
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derstand the processes that control the pressure variations at a particular level of inter-402

est and their interaction with the flow. In general, the geopotential gradients at any in-403

dividual pressure level are influenced by dynamical and thermodynamical processes above404

and below, both of which are difficult to model. This difficulty is likely the reason why405

literature presents hardly any simple methodology to model the lower tropospheric KE406

generation. As elaborated before in the theory section, we propose that this difficulty407

can be resolved if we decompose the pressure gradients at any particular level into three408

components representing respectively: influence of surface pressure gradients, steepness409

of the orography, and thirdly the gradients of inverse virtual temperature within the part410

of the atmospheric column lying in-between the level of interest and the surface.411

4.4.2 Spatial patterns of decomposition412

We applied our method of decomposition (Eq.11) to understand the KE genera-413

tion in and around the hot spots. Since the first two terms (GKE,1 and GKE,2) both arise414

due to surface features we group them together and compare their summation to the third415

term (GKE,3). Over the region of east African orography (Fig.6), at 850 hPa the sur-416

face terms are large not only close to the orography but significantly away from the coast417

offshore. The third term is significantly smaller and alternates between small positive418

and negative values in the region of orography. The domain averaged value of this term419

is an order of magnitude smaller than the first two terms taken together.420

A similar decomposition is observed even at 950 hPa except that the first two terms421

contribute the most near the east African coast. The peak surface KE generation on the422

coast is comparable to orographic KE generation at 850 hPa. The third term is much423

smaller at this level as compared to 850 hPa. As the third term depends on the cumu-424

lative effect of gradients of inverse virtual temperature, this result suggests that these425

gradients become important only much above the boundary layer. In the lower tropo-426

sphere, KE generation is well approximated by the first two terms.427

Over the western Ghats (Fig.7), substantial KE generation through surface terms428

occurs only at 850 hPa while at 950 hPa much smaller KE generation occurs compared429

to the east African coastal region. A significant surface KE generation, from the first two430

terms, at 850 hPa also occurs over the Indian peninsula, eastern Ghats and Sri Lanka431

but it is balanced in large part by KE dissipation through the third term in these regions.432

The diurnal cycle of inland cooling-warming and associated gradients in specific humid-433

ity might play a role in rendering significant contribution from the third term in these434

regions.435

The aforementioned analysis suggests that the influence of surface pressure gradi-436

ents and surface geopotential gradients, as captured by the first two terms, successfully437

capture the KE generation at both levels. Notice that with this approximation, the KE438

generation at any specific level in the atmosphere can be adequately estimated with knowl-439

edge of the surface pressure and surface geopotential datasets, along with the winds at440

the specific level of interest. These surface quantities are easy to measure in observations441

as compared to small pressure variations at the level of interest. Therefore, this decom-442

position may have further use in interpreting the low-tropospheric kinetic energy bud-443

get, especially where surface observations are abundant compared to tropospheric ob-444

servations.445

4.4.3 Vertical variation446

We noted before that the cross-equatorial flow and Somali jet display a distinctive447

vertical structure of KE (Fig.2). Hence it is illuminating to evaluate how surface and tro-448

pospheric contributions to the KE generation vary with height closer to the hot spots449

and contrast the patterns over orography with that over open ocean. We plotted the zonal450
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Figure 5. Spatial pattern of correlation between hourly time-series of KE generation with the

material derivative of KE and with the residue respectively. Only those grid-points are shown

where one correlation is larger than the other. Correlation is between 1 June - 30 September.

Over much of the region, KE generation is more strongly correlated with the material derivative.

Where dissipation and thus the residue is large, it becomes highly correlated with KE generation.
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Figure 6. Spatial patterns of the three KE generation terms in equation (11) over the east

African coast and surrounding ocean (“E. Africa”) in m2s−3 at 850 hPa and 950 hPa. Also

shown is the total KE generation in equation (6). Contours show multiples of 0.005 m2s-3. The

first two terms together approximate total KE generation, with the third term being small espe-

cially near the surface.
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Figure 7. Spatial patterns of the three KE generation terms in equation (11) over the Indian

peninsula and surrounding region (“India”) in m2s−3 at 850 hPa and 950 hPa. Also shown is the

total KE generation in equation (6). Contours show multiples of 0.01 m2s-3. The first two terms

together approximate total KE generation, with the third term being small especially near the

surface. WG indicates the Western ghats.
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Figure 8. Longitude-pressure cross sections of seasonal mean (JJAS) hourly kinetic energy

generation (KE) for the year 2019, after meridional averaging, for the four latitude bands in Fig-

ure 2. The third term is negative but small in the lower troposphere, but becomes increasingly

important with height. Lower tropospheric KE generation mostly occurs below 700 hPa, and is

governed by the first two terms. KE generation is generally much higher and occurs over larger

depths in E. Africa and off the coast as compared to other regions.
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cross sections of the three KE generation terms at the four previously identified latitude451

bands (Fig.8).452

Consistent with the vertical structure of KE (Fig.2), maximum KE generation oc-453

curs in a narrow longitude band around 40◦E near the equator (Fig.6, 4th row). Here,454

the first two terms (surface contribution) are comparable in magnitude to the third term455

(tropospheric contribution), albeit of opposite sign, yielding a small net KE generation456

mainly arising from the first two terms. As the flow moves northward at 5◦N, the sur-457

face contribution enhances in magnitude while the negative tropospheric contribution458

diminishes in magnitude. Interestingly, at the latitude of peak KE near 10◦N, maximum459

KE generation occurs through the first two terms below 800 hPa but changes its sign460

to become KE dissipation above 800 hPa. At heights above 800 hPa, the third term bal-461

ances the KE dissipation yielding negligibly small net KE generation.462

A similar trend in surface vs. tropospheric contributions, as measured by the first463

two terms and third term respectively, is also observed near western Ghats, except that464

there the KE generation and dissipation occurs in a very narrow longitudinal band. Here465

too, the surface contributions dominate KE generation. Furthermore, the strength of KE466

generation below 900 hPa is almost thrice weaker than that near the east African orog-467

raphy.468

By the time the flow reaches the northward edge of the jet near 15◦N , KE gen-469

eration through the first two terms becomes weak and shifts to arising mainly over the470

open ocean. At this latitude, a significant KE generation near orography occurs in the471

proximity of the western Ghats. Furthermore, over the western Ghats, the peak KE gen-472

eration occurs above the orography; this feature contrasts what is observed over east-473

ern Africa where maximum KE generation occurs to the east of the orography and down-474

stream.475

To compare net KE generation across hot spots / open ocean and the level of peak476

KE generation, we spatially averaged KE generation over 5◦ x 5◦ areas chosen suitably477

across these hot spots (Supplementary Fig. S4). Given that the area of all these regions478

is approximately the same, the east African region is the most important amongst hot479

spots. KE generation is generally much higher in that region and occurs over almost twice480

the depth as compared to other regions.481

4.4.4 Vertically integrated KE generation482

We compare the maps of vertically integrated (mass weighted) KE generation to483

facilitate a comparison amongst different regions (Fig.7). We chose to integrate between484

surface and 700 hPa as most of the lower tropospheric KE generation is restricted to these485

levels.486

As the flow accelerates equatorward from the southern hemisphere, KE generation487

mainly occurs over open ocean at 15◦ − 20◦ S and near Madagascar. The magnitude488

of orographic generation near the island is almost as high as generation over the east African489

region except that the spatial extent is much smaller. Near the equator, KE generation490

only occurs over the land. As flow turns near the east African coast, the largest KE gen-491

eration occurs over the orography and adjoining ocean as well as extending significantly492

over the open oceans. The largest KE generation over open ocean occurs in this region493

(Fig. 7 and Fig. S5). This is unique considering that at this latitude (10◦N) the sine com-494

ponent of the Coriolis force becomes significant and is known to support a geostrophic495

balance at most other longitudes throughout the year. Moreover, KE generation occurs496

far away from regions of strong convective rainfall.497
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A large amount of lower tropospheric KE generation also occurs over Western Ghats498

and other orographic features of the Indian subcontinent (Fig. S6) but when regionally499

averaged it is almost less than half of KE generation over east Africa.500

4.5 Discussions501

4.5.1 Hot-spots: ‘refueling stations’ of monsoon flow502

Our analysis suggests that south Asian monsoon’s cross-equatorial flow in the lower503

troposphere gains significant KE at distinct hot-spots. In this sense, these regions serve504

as refueling stations in the long journey of monsoonal flows from the southern hemisphere505

to the Indian subcontinent over thousands of kilometers.506

Another interesting aspect of this finding is that these hot-spots are significantly507

distant from the core monsoon region over the Indian subcontinent where most of the508

precipitation occurs. This suggests that the local circulations driven by the latent heat509

release during condensation may not constitute the bulk of the KE during the monsoon,510

because if it were so then the maximum KE generation would be observed in close prox-511

imity of precipitating regions. This clearly does not occur.512

This is consistent with one aspect of the Quasi-equilibrium view of the tropical at-513

mosphere in that, the latent heat release during condensation is considered as an ‘inter-514

nal’ process within the atmosphere as opposed to an ‘external’ forcing that drives cir-515

culations (Emanuel et al., 1994). The monsoon KE at low levels is not directly ‘derived’516

from latent heat release during condensation but can still be indirectly influenced by la-517

tent heat release through its control on the orientation of surface isobars.518

4.5.2 Relation to global energetics519

The monsoonal circulations are known to be energy exporting (Neelin, 2007; Geen520

et al., 2020). This energetic view mainly refers to the net Moist Static Energy (MSE)521

export across the monsoon regions. The kinetic energy constitutes only a small part of522

the total energy, which is mainly comprised of MSE, and hence the kinetic energy as-523

pect has generally received less attention. However, it is important to notice that the524

flows carrying MSE flux in and out of the monsoon regions are intimately linked to KE525

generation and the cross-equatorial flow. Unraveling these links between KE and MSE526

budget is an interesting avenue for future research.527

4.5.3 Placing role of orography in context528

The higher spatiotemporal resolution of the present analysis helps us explore ques-529

tions raised in previous studies about the potentially essential role played by east African530

orography in monsoon dynamics. This question has not been addressed adequately in531

the literature because of the limitations of the low-resolution datasets used previously,532

with which it becomes difficult to glean orographys role on small spatiotemporal scales.533

Moreover, the incomplete resolution of the diurnal cycle of convection and circulation534

over land makes it difficult to determine if KE generation indeed occurs over orographic535

features or if it is an artifact of discretization. Some prior studies have also questioned536

whether east African orography was essential for driving lower tropospheric flows dur-537

ing the monsoon. While our present analyses do not refute that the presence of orog-538

raphy may not be a necessary condition for generation of the cross-equatorial flow, they539

definitely suggest that interaction with African orography is an essential element that540

influences the strength, latitudinal position and altitude of cross-equatorial flow and the541

Somali jet.542
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Figure 9. Spatial patterns of the vertical integrals of JJAS-mean hourly KE generation from

surface to 700 hPa, over our analysis domain. The vertical integral of KE generation is largest

over land and adjoining oceans, and smaller over open ocean. The spatial pattern of total KE

generation is approximated by the sum of the first two terms, and the third term is relatively

small and generally negative in the lower troposphere. The JJAS accumulated hourly convective

precipitation larger than 0.5 m is shaded. The KE generation occurs far away from regions of

convective precipitation.
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4.5.4 Diurnal cycle of winds and KE generation543

Although we have not focused on particulars of the diurnal cycle in this paper, it544

is useful to consider its salient aspects in the light of the available literature. It is well545

known that low-levels winds undergo a strong diurnal cycle, with convective turbulence546

governing winds during daytime and inertial oscillations controlling wind accelerations547

at night (Du & Rotunno, 2014; Chen, 2020). Furthermore, land-sea breeze circulations548

could further modify the extent of cross-isobaric flow (Holton, 1967). While we find that549

on the large scales, dynamics of the advective boundary layer is important at the lat-550

itudes of the jet, the particular roles of faster small-scale processes remain unexplored551

in our analysis, although their aggregate effects are implicit in the hourly calculations552

of this paper. Further work is required to understand details of the contributions to KE553

generation through each of these mechanisms on diurnal time-scales.554

5 Conclusions555

This study was motivated by the following curiosity: How exactly is kinetic energy556

in cross-equatorial flow and the Somali jet generated during south Asian monsoons? Is557

it generated in-situ or is it advected from adjacent regions? To answer this, we utilized558

high spatiotemporal resolution ERA5 analysis to investigate the processes that contribute559

to KE generation in the cross-equatorial flow and Somali jet during the south Asian mon-560

soon. We proposed a simple decomposition to model the effects of cross-isobaric flows561

on KE generation. This decomposition segregates the contributions from surface and at-562

mospheric effects on KE generation at any atmospheric level. Surface effects describe the563

effects of surface pressure gradients, adjusted for orography, while atmospheric effects564

describe the effects of differential tropospheric warming on geopotential gradients and565

thereby cross isobaric flow.566

Our results demonstrated that a maximum in the KE is observed over the Arabian567

sea after the cross-equatorial flow passes across the east African orography (Fig.1). The568

KE has a distinctive vertical structure at different latitudes, with a peak near 900−950569

hPa near coasts but moving upwards to around 850 hPa (Fig.2) over open ocean. The570

KE budget demonstrates that KE is generated through cross-isobaric flow while other571

processes not calculated explicitly in our analysis were found to be mostly dissipative572

(Fig.3) The dominant balance in the KE budget is found to be unusual near the jet lat-573

itude. The meridional KE advection balances the generation as the jet forms while this574

balance shifts to that between generation and dissipation (friction) as the jet diminishes575

(Fig.3 and Fig.4). The KE generating ageostrophic component of the flow across isobars576

is generated by this unique feature of the advective boundary layer as opposed to the577

generation through friction that is often observed. The persistence of positive correla-578

tions between KE generation and advection over the regions where the jet forms con-579

firm this (Fig.5).580

We identified three hot-spots where maximum KE generation occurs, 1. east African581

orography, 2. western Ghats and 3. Madagascar Island. We decomposed KE generation582

near the two main hot spots using the simple model of surface and atmospheric contri-583

butions to cross-isobaric flow. Near all hot-spots, the surface contribution dominated KE584

generation while the atmospheric contribution is small (Fig.6,7). The vertical structure585

of surface and atmospheric components further confirmed that maximum surface KE gen-586

eration occurs close to the regions where flow passes over the orography while the at-587

mospheric contribution can become significant only at heights above 700 hPa (Fig.8).588

Below this, the surface contribution is dominant.589

We calculated vertically integrated lower tropospheric KE generations between 700590

hPa and the surface for our analysis domain (Fig.9). This demonstrated that, although591

maximum KE generation occurs over orography, a significant KE generation also occurs592
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over open oceans in the vicinity of coasts. Our calculations of vertical integrated KE gen-593

eration showed that, in the lower troposphere, almost thrice larger KE generation oc-594

curs over east African orography and coastal ocean as compared to over the Arabian sea.595

The unusual advective nature of the lower tropospheric flow and its interaction with596

the orography are most crucial for forcing the flow through a narrow channel, suggest-597

ing a crucial role for the location and orientation of east African orography in KE gen-598

eration that merits further investigation.599

The large contributions to KE generation were found to occur far away from re-600

gions where a significant latent heat release through condensation occurs during mon-601

soon. This suggests that local circulations driven by latent heat release neither give rise602

to nor hold the bulk of KE during monsoons. The remote monsoon precipitation may603

still influence the low-level KE generation through its indirect influence on the orienta-604

tion of surface isobars, a topic which merits deeper investigation in the future.605

Here some limitations in our analysis that need to be noted. While ERA5 was the606

best standard dataset available to us, a higher resolution dataset with better represen-607

tation of orography and associated small scale processes is likely to improve our estimates.608

While this study demonstrates sources and sinks of KE driving cross-equatorial flow and609

the Somali jet, a detailed mechanism-oriented analysis needs to be carried out to isolate610

roles of different atmospheric processes in KE generation. Future work will consider these611

topics.612

In conclusion, this study proposed a new framework to demonstrate how a signif-613

icant amount of kinetic energy is generated during interactions of cross-equatorial flow614

with orography to ultimately feed large-scale flow and the Somali Jet.615
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